
⑦SeeTheorem

t Afamily E of subsets of41,..., ny is called an anichain

Ifno member ofE is contained in another.

#I =(all subsets of cardinalityky

/permer) antichain satisfies **i
Remark:equalityachieved for k=(4/2)

&of Consider a chain

2: =(t (4, . . .,i3):i10,..,n3] where wo Unif(Sn)
is a random permutation

*antichain Ican contain at most1 setfrom any given
chain ->

IEnCal 1.

On the other hand,
x =

=1 FnCr ==Fecr

-> 12EX ==FeCr=Ees) =(E)(is). B.

I
↑(inx)):themiddle binomialC contains exactly 1 setof size IFI, coefficientis thelargest.

and this set is uniformly distributed

among all IFI-element
subsets of 11,..., n3
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⑧ d-OffordInequality
·If I signs are chosen

atrandom, independently,

P(#11 . . . 1 =0) =P(#pluses== 3 =2"(n)-
e

u(even)

· If I's are replaced with nonzero weights, even better:

m Lod-Offord;Erdis)

letan,..,an be nonzer numbers,

En.... In be independentRademacher random var's.

Then P22,a =0) =24((4x))-

Equivalently, there are I (in)) choices of signs (E)
such thatIsa=0(*)

Prof WLOG A; 3e.
-

E Consider all choices of signs (Ei) such
thatIsa =0.

Each such choice is uniquely determined by the set

F: =4::Ei =+) <41, ..., n3.

·
These sets form an attain~

Indeed, ifFCF, then one can change some -"Signs to it" signs
Fi + + + -----

and still have the identify F: + ++ + +
---S Butthis isimpossible:since all airo, the sum
mustgetbigger.

S
· Hence, by Sperner's theorem, Iatmost (ins) such sets F.

Each of corresponds one-to-one
toa choice of (Ei) satisfyinga =0

=>(x) holds. B.
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COVARIANCE
-

Het For random variables X, Y,

Cor(x,y) =E((X-EX)(y- 1y)) =E(x-) - E(X) E(y)

↑

(Prof:
LS =E((X-x)(m) =E(XY-rxt-Xtaxe C

= E(xy) -mxy -M/Mx +MxRx
Remarks:1. Cor(x, x) =Var(x) I
2. Grx,:genesanissti

=0: uncorrelated isi
3. X, Y are independent ->uncorrelated (E(x) =E(x). 1(y))

-I

4. Butnotvice versa:

(x,y) - Unit (unit disc
- t

EX =EY =E(xy)=0
I I -

xY

-x

out X,Y are dependent:XI and yet are disjoint
events

5. CovIX,") -Valy) (apply Cauchy- Schwarzfor X-EX, Y-EX)

6. Let Pearson correlation coefficient

Px,y= Unit-free

Px,yt (-1,1);R,y =1 X=xa. (lyequalitycondition in Candy-Schwarz)

7. Urivariables X., ..., Xn:CovlE,Xi) =E=,Gr(Xi, Xi) (distributi

(proof:WIOL EX, =0 = (r =E((E,Xi)Y =E,*(x,xi) =Rns).
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even dependence!

WARNING: Correlation does not implycausation
-

Examples:(a) Middle ages belief:"lice(X) are
beneficial for your health (t)"

since they are rarely seen on sick people

"People getsick because lice leftthem"(X =>Y)

Reality:vice versa. Lice are sensitive tobody temperature;
fever causes them to leave.

(C) NYC study (1980's):

Ia strong correlation between #crimes committed (X)
and the amountof ice-cream sold by street vendors (Y).

Reality:both crime dice-cream consumption spike in thesummer.

-
Z(time ofyear) Graphical model. Hidden Markov models.

X
-
Y

·paradox:Ifyou have an average height
and average weight,

-

you are overweight.

LetW, ll be theweighta heightof a randomly chosen person.

· I = is the "body proportionalityindex" (same for
homotatecopies)

i E -
" <

A a & I

same I
same I

· Assume thatI 1H Staller people are notconsistently skinnier/fatter
than shorter people).

· If your height-aghtthenisoverthe
· Butthe real data indicate thatI (EI).

So itmustbe thatIAK, specifically I, I must
be negativelycorrelated

Staller -> Skinnier)
·Remark:BMIis defined asn; same paradoxoccurs.

* why? U"=surface area, fat?
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